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A studywas undertakenby the NASALangleyResearchCenterto determinethe noise
reductionpotentialof the U-lOairplanein orderto reduceits auraldetection
distance. Staticand flyovernoisemeasurementswere made to documentthe basic
airplanenoisesignature.
Two modificationsto the airplaneconfigurationare suggestedas havingthe best
potentialfor substantiallyreducingauraldetectiondistancewith small penalty
to airplaneperformanceor stabilityand control. Thesemodificationsinclude
changingthe present3-bladepropellerto a 5-bladepropeller,changingthe
propellerdiameter,and changingthe propellergearratio,alongwlth the use of
an engineexhaustmuffler.
The auraldetectiondistancecorrespondingto normalcruisingflightat an
altitudeof l,O00ft overgrassyterrainis reducedfrom 28,000ft (5.3miles)to
about50 percentof thatvaluefor modificationI, and to about25 percentfor
modificationII. For the aircraftoperatingat an altitudeof 300 ft, the
analysisindicatesthatrelativelystraiqhtforwardmodificationscouldreduce
the auraldetectiondistanceto approximately0.9 mile.
Operationof the aircraftat greatlyreducedenginespeed (1650rpm)witha
1.3-cu-ftmufflerdesignedby themanufacturerprovidesauraldetection
distancesslightlylowerthanmodificationI.
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NOISE REDUCTION STUDIES FOR THE U-IO AIRPIARE
By Dsvld A. Hilton, Andrew B. Connor,
' Har_ey H. Hubbard, and Richard C. Dingeldeln
SDI_R¥
A stud_ was undertaken by the NASA Langley Research Center to determine
the noise reduction potential of the U-10 airplane in order to reduce its
aural detection distance. Static and flyover noise measurements were made
to document the basic airplane noise signature.
Two modifications to the airplane configuration are suggested am
having the best potential for substantially reducing aural detection
distance with small penalty to airplane performance or stability and
control. These modifications include changing the present three-blade
propeller to a five-blade propeller, cha_i_ the propeller diameter, earl
changing the propeller gear ratio, along with the use of an engine ex_
muffler.
The aural detection distance corresponding tu nor_ eruisi_ fl_t
at an altitude of I000 ft over grassy terrain is reduced from 28 000 ft
(9.3miles) to about 50 percent of that vllue for modlficationl, and to
about 25 percent for modification II. For the aircraft operating at an
altitude of 300 ft, the analysis indicates that relatively straightfor_m_r4
modifications could reduce the aural detection distance to approximately
0.9 mile.
Operation of the aircraft at greatly reduced engine speed (1_0 r_)
with a 1.3-cu-ft muffler designed by the manufacturer provideo aural
detection distances slightly lower than modification I.
I_TRODUCTInW
RASA, in response to a Department of Defense request, haJ undertsken
a study of the noise reduction potential of the U-10 Lirplane in tezws of
" the aural detection distance. This effort specifictll_ Involvee: (i)
docuaenti_ the noise characteristics of the bulc ai_lane in ez_A|la6
( evaluating modiflcatlons and their ueocisted mimeflight, 2) possible
reductions_ (3) estimati_ the effect of same selected modlflestlono on the
J
I
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i aura/ detection distance of the aircraft, and (_) estimating the effects
of such noise reduction modifications on the performance and stability of
the aircraft. These preliminary studies repi-esent an assessment of the
potential overall reductions in noise level rather than a precise designconcept that is the optimum from a design viewpoint. This paper documents
_ the NASA efforts in accomplishing the above objectives.
At the suggestion of the manufacturer, noise measurements were also
i: obtained on a potential "quick-fix" configuration consisting of operating
the aircraft at very low engine speed and with an experimental muffler
installed.
SYMBOLS
A propeller disk area
A(x) area of blade cross section
B number of propeller blades
drag
CD drag coefficient, I/2P_S
lift
CL lift coefficient, i/2pV2S
Cp power coefficient, 9_00n3 "
thrust
CT thrust coefficient, 2Dn
D propeller diameter, ft
J _essel fkunctionof order mB
Mt propeller rotational tip _ch number
N revolutions per minute
i Q propeller shaft torque, ib-ft
R propeller tip radius, ft
R effective propeller radius, ft
e
S wing ar_
2
i\ /
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T thrust
V velocity, true airspeed
X slant rathe distance from airplane to ¢_ _erver
d_ decibels, re 0.0002 dynes/c_2
f frequency, cps
• m order of harmonic of propeller
n revolutions per second
p root-mea_-squaresound pressure of given harmonic, ib/ft2
qu free-stream d_ic pressure
qt dynamic pressure at the tail
i s distance from propeller to observer, ft
x percent propeller radius
azimuth angle measured _ the thrift axis of propeller
(0° is in front) .
cT v
propeller efficiency,Cp nD
o propeller blade element solidity
p mass density of air
propeller ingular velocity, rill/see
cps cycles per second
V/nD propeller advance ratio pax_aeter
M.A.C. mean aerod_zIlic chord
_P s_litary rated power
ImP normal rated power
R/C rate of clIIb
Ihaft horIepowe, r
i
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!; SPL sound pr_.:.zurclevel
TAS true ai r*_;peed
THP thrust horsepower
T.O. take-of f
Subscripts
e engine
p propeller
max maximum
APPARATUS AND METHODS
Test Airplane
The U-IO airplane is a flve-place cantilever-high-wlng monoplane of
approximately }000 pounds gross weight. It is powered by a 295-hp
horizontally opposed six-cylinder engine which drives a three-blade, _--
constant-speed, 8.O-ft-dJam et er tfactor propeller at a 77:120 reductlon
ratio. Photographs of the test airplane are shown in figure i, and a
three-view diagram with a llst of the principal physical dimensions is
presented in figure 2. Both static and flyby noise measurements were
originally made with a military version of the aJ_,_lanehaving a standard
exhaust system and provided by the Air Section, Continental Ar_y Command,
Ft. Monroe, Virginia.
Additional noise measurements were obtained with an essentially
slmilar civil version of the airplane, both with and without installation
of an experimental muffler designed and fabricated by the Hello Aircraft
Corporation (see fig. l(a)). This latter airplane gad a test pilot for
these tests were provided by the manufacturer.
The noise signatures obtained for _ Aircraft at selected operatln4_
condltions (no muffler on civil version) ex_zLhlte4 s_dmilAr _teristles.
However, since more extensive measurements were made for the civil verAiom,
it is primarily these data that will be presented a_d discussed in tb_ia
paper. The conclusions are considered applicable to the military aircraft.
_est Conditions
Noise measurement tests were conducted on the mA_Atary Airplane
October 12, 1966, and the civil airplane Febr_ 9, 1967, at the NASA
Wallops Station, where use wal made of the mm_n paved runway surface
.. ,J
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and the associated flat terrain for locating instrumentation and for
obtaining both static and flyby noise measurements.
Typical terrain features of the Wallops test area are shown in the
photographs of figure 3(a), which is a view looking north from the runway
center line, and figure 3(b) which is a view to the south. A schematic
diagram of the microphone arrays for these tests is illustrated in
' figure 4.
• Noise Measurin6 Equipment
The noise measuring instrumentation for these tests is illustrated by
the block diagram of figure 5. The microphones were of a conventional
piezoelectric ceramic type having a frequency response flat to within
-+3dB over the frequency range of 20 to 12 000 cps. The outputs of all
the microphones at each station were recorded on multichannel tape
recorders. The entire sound measurement system was calibrated in the
field before and after the fli@ht measurements by means of conventional
discrete frequency calibrators supplied by the microphone manufacturers.
The data records were played back from the tape (using the playback system
shown in figure 5) to obtain the sound pressure level time histories and
both broad-band and narrow-band spectra.
Aircraft Operation
Static noise surveys.- Tests of the normLIAy configured civil airplane
and the muffler-equipped civil airplane were conducted at three engine
speeds: 1650, 2_O0, and 2750 rpm, as listed in table I. The data were taken
with the microphones positioned in the static arrays as shown schem_tically
by figure 4(a) at 30° intervals on a 50-ft radius from the propeller hub.
Fl_over noise surveys.- In the flyover noise tests the aircraft were
flown over a ground track, as shorn schemJtleally in figure _(b). The
aircraft were operated at 1650, 2_O0, and 2750 engine rpm at altitudes
ranging from 300 to 1500 ft and at velocities ramglng from 62 to 15_ mph
(see table I). Precise geometric altitude and course direction
information were measured and recorded usln_ a GSN/5 radar trackJ_ngunit.
Position information was provided as an assist to the pilot to mainta£n
proper course and altitude. The desired flight path ve_ maintained for
about 1 m ile prior to and beyond the overhead position.
Atmospheric Conditions
Observations of local surface temperature, huaidity, _ velocity,
and direction were made during t2,etimes of these tests. The temperature
on February 9, 1967, at theWallops Island test site r_ed from about
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._ _}o C _t the surface t_>about -*?_C at 2000 ft over the o-hour test
._ period. The relative humidity was approxlm_tely 75 percent and winds were
; out _f the north i'rom_'to _ knots over this same period.
MEASURED NOISE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BASIC AIRPLANE
The ana_ytlc_l study to define the nolse-reduction potential for the
U-IO aircraft, and which will be summ_rlzed later in the _per, is ba_ed
on operating the engine at 2750 rpm, which is reprer_ntative of current
practice. Data were obtained for engine speeds other than 27_0 rpm even
though they are not in general use.{
Static Noise Signature
A sample narrow-band analysis of the noise recorded in the plane of
the propeller at a distance of jO-ft for the standard airplane is
presented in figure 6 for 2750 rpm (static run no. 1 of table I). These
data were obtained with the aid of a ) cps bandwidth filter and are
depicted for the range of frequencies up to about 500 cps. Shown in the
figure are the individual noise components correslx)mllng to the
significant engine firing frequencies and the propeller noise frequencies.
The engine frequencies are indicated as some integral multiple times the
cylinder firing frequency f, which for a foum-cycle engine is equal _o
the revolutions per second divided by 2. The propeller noise components
are Id_ntifled by their mB values, where m is the harmonlc number And
B is the number of blades. Res_its of similar narrow-band _es of
the noise components represented by figure 6 are listed in table IX for
several other azimuth stations.
Flyover Noise Signatures
Measurements on basic aircraft.- The flyover noise signatures of the
two versions of the standard configuration of the U-IO airplane are
presented in figure 7 for 2750 engine rpm. The maximum value in each
octave band is _lotted in the figure reg_krdless of the time during the
flyover at which it occurred. It can be seen that the overall values e0re
nearly equal and the variations with the octave-band center frequencies
are roughly similar, although unexplained differences exist in some of the
higher frequency octave bands.
The effect of operating the basic civil aircraft at engine speeds of
2750, 2400, and 1650 rpm is shown in figure 8. Corresponding airspeeds
are i}3, 124, and 62 m_h, respectively (see table I). Compared to the
! 2750 rpm case, the peak noise level at 2400 rpm increases slightly but
red.Ins in the third octave band (12_ cps ceerterfrequency). The
. decreased noise levels Indicated at the higher frequencies would not be .
6
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expected to affect the aural detection distance. At 16_0 rpm, the reduced
engine and propeller speed is seen to have shifted the maximum noise to
the second octave band (63 cps center frequency).
Measurements with manufacturer's muffler.- An experimental muffler
was designed by the Helio Aircraft Corporation and made available for
' these flight tests. This muffler, which is shown installed on the
aircraft in figure l(•), has a volume of 1.3 cu ft. With the muffler
installed, engine operation is limited to •bout 80 percent of r_ted power
due to the limited exhaust area provided. Results obtained from aircraft
flyovers •t an altitude of 300 ft with the muffler installed •re presented
in figure 9 for 27_0, 2_00, and 16_0 rpm. Ins_much am the engine exhaust
is • major contribution to the overall noise of this aircraft (see fig. G,
for example), exhaust mufflin_ should be effective in quieting the
aircraft. This is shown by the data plotted in figure 9. The combined
effects of the exhaust muffler and the decreased propeller noise
contribution by virtue of the reduced tip M_ch number have dropped the
corresponding overall sound pressure levels by an average of 13 dB. The
overall sound pressure levels with the muffler installed are indicated in
figure 9 to be relatively insensitive to the engine speed.
AIRCRAFT MODIFICATIONB ARAL_RD FOR THIS SIX/DY
Using the measured noise spectrum obtained for the basic U-lO
• ircr•ft with normal engine operation at 2750 rim, studies were made usi_
available analytical techniques to reduce the aircraft noise by _ of
propeller changes and engine exhaust mufflers. These studies were
conducted with the view of obtaining slgnificant noise reductions in the
critical octave bands with minimum effect on &ircr_ft performance. Hence,
the propeller efficiency in various flight conditions, including its
statlc-thrust capability, was an important factor, as was the ability of
the muffler to quiet the engine without limiti_ its ability to deliver
rated power. The modific•tions selected am indicative of practical fixes
that can provide substantial reductions in the aural detection distance
of this aircraft are listed in t•ble IXX, in which two modifications Ire
briefly described. Details of the propeller and the m_'fler anal_es _re
given in appendixes A and B, respective_v. The effect on overL_ •ircraft
weight is presented in •ppendix C, _ the esti_ted perfor_nce of the
U-IO •ircraft equipped with modific•tion I or _d£fication IX is estiIBted
and compared with the basic U-IO in •ppendlx D.
The simplest modification (modification X) involves cha_ing the n_r
of propeller blades from three to five, reducln6 the propeller di_er
from 8.0 to 7.0 ft to reduce the tip Nmch number without the need for
a gearing cha_e, and the addition of • 2-ou-ft a_ffler. The estlmJted
overall, noise reduction for this modification from a _O-ft reference
altitude is about 11 dB. A further noise re4nctlon of about 7 dB _uld
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be obtained by mean_ _f +he -.,ang,)_:o£ modification II. This latter
modification requires, in addlt]on to the 2-cu-ft muffler deslgnea for
modification I, char_In;,the propeller engine gear r_tio from 77:120 to
1_4:120and increaslr[_ bt_.e_rcpt:il_, diameter to ).0 ft. For the two
modifications, the estim_:e:d net weight increases rs_Igefrom 17 to lO0 lb,
respectively.
ESTIMATED NOISE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MOD2FIK_ AIRPLANE
The estimated maxL-r.umflyover octave bead spectra for a 3OO-ft
:eference altitude for the:precedir4g two proposed aircraft modifications
are presented in figure _4 along with a comparison of the meemured and
estimated spectra for th_ stamdard U-10 airplane. Estimated v_b,es of
the latter noise speetr_unare seen to be in fairly close agreemen_ with
the measured ones.
DETERM]3L%TION OF AURAL DETECTION DISTANCE FOR
li%qlCAND MODIFIED AIRCRAF_
Basic Assumptions Relating to Detection
In addition to the noise source charm_teristics (see refs. 1 and 2)
it is well known that the aural detection of a noise involves such factors
as the transmission characteristics of the path over which the noise
travels (see refs. 3, }_,9, 6, and 7) and the acoustic conditions at the
observer location (see refs. _ and 8) as well as the hearlr_ ability of
the observer (see ref. 9)- A_tempts have been _sde %0 eacount for all of
the pertinent factors In the above categories for the calculations of
detection distance which follow.
Attenuation factors.- The attenuation f_ctors associated with the
transmission of noise from the source to the observer are assumed %o
involve the well-known inverse distance law, atmospheric sbsorption _ue
to viscosity and heat conduction, ssml_l-scale turbulence, and terrain
absorption which is weighted to account for %he elevstlon _le be_
the. source _ the observer. For the purposes of thls Imjer theme
factors are taken into account as determined by the foll_ equatlon:
"[, ,]P,,. =2olO%o + . + -" 1000
¢
: where propa6ation loss (P.L.) is c_puted for each fregue_my _ dAs_e
combination and where the first term on the rlght-han_ _Ide of the
equation accounts for the sy_herical spreading of the w_v_s. Xn thi_ .
8
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connection x is the distance for which the calculation is being made
_nd A is the reference distance for which measured data are av_Mlable.
The remaining terms which represent prope_ation losses and which are given
in coefficient form are defined as follows:
represents the atmospheric e_sorption due to viscosity and he_t
conduction and is expressed in dB per i000 ft. The values of _
as a function of frequency and for the purposes of this p_per are those of
the followlng table. For frequencies up to _00 cps data are taken from
reference 3 and for the hiKher frequencies from reference 6.
Octavebandno. Centerf:_quenc7 _ lossper i000 ft
l 31.5 -
2 o.l
3 _ .2
5 500 .7
6 lOOO l._
7 2ooo 3._
8 _mO 7
9 8O0O l_._
is the attenuation in the &1ao81_ere_Ae to sas_-sel_e
turbttlence. A vslue of l._ dB per 1000 ft ll asmled Ind_eat Of
frequency for the frequency rs_e above 250 c_.le8 (see ref. 7).
allo is expressed in _ per SO00 i_ e_ lacl_e8 _oth &tlOl_C
ablor_ion e_ terrainablorption._he vLluesusedl_e t_e of
reference_ _bichare listedfor vlde3_vl_ coz_Litlouof Vel_tloa
and _ cover. The _a of reference_ _w been reprodx_edin • lore
convenientform in reference5. Calc_latlc_lacl_ledhereln_ ule of
the _ta Of reference_ _rticularlycurv_ (b)of figurei, _t_Ich
represents the condition of thick Smas cover (18 inches hi_h) and the
_er_d of curve _ of f_Are 2, _hleh represents conditions of ll_
_,a_lev_th __te_v loo rt "seet_" v_sib_ity. _ _l •
wel_htta8 factor to account for the usle, memn_ fr_ the groundldaae,
t_ I_ noise lOUrCe l_ the okla. _l _ll_es of Y_ asmmld for
the present eslculationa vere taV.ents_m tt_re _ of refereuee _ sad are
seen to yaw fra_ zero f_r snsles i_eate_ than 7o to 1.0 for an easle of 0°.
•-_4.-t noise level _._.,_tl_l,'_ _ '="1 __--_4.... _he ds_metabtltty
of a noise is also • function of the _bimst maki_ noise eoadttions _t
9
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the listening _tstt J:,_Andthe _earlng abilities of the listener. Since
,_ they are _omewhat related, they will be discussed together.
based on data from r_f_-rcnces i_and ._which were obtained in Jtungle
environments. It ,#us indicated in refere:,ce 3 that a noise made up of
discrete tone components is detectable if it is within 9 dB of the
background noise (random in r_t_Lre) in any particular octave band. Thus,
the correspondln_ measured spectra of references _ and 8 have been reduced
by 9 dB to a_.count £r t_.eabove difference in the masked and the mLaking
spectra. The _,r_y exception to this procedure was employed in the
evaluation of modlfi.&tlon II. For this case the critical noise component
for detection was the broad-baq_t vortex noise. At frequency b_nds where
vortex noise _az ,.r!T,ical the background noise levels referred to above
were not r_,_uced by _ riB.
The restulti:,_4_xLave bazAd spectra have been further adjusted to
account for crltlc_ _L_vividth of the human ear (ref. 9), according to
the following equati_r_,to give masking level values for each band.
Af°ctave 1
Masking level, IL = octave band level, dB-lO loglo LL_fcritical]
where the 2_foctave and 2_'crltlcal values corresponding to standard
octave band center frequencies are given in the following table:
"r .....
Octave band
center freq., cps 31.5 i6} 1P_ 250 500 IOOO 2000 _OO0 8000
/_foctave' cl_a 22 !4_ 88 177 _ 707 ii_i_ _28 _6_6
,,,,
2_fcritica/, cps .... _0 _0 _0 66 ICO 2"20 _00
_t'octave
tO lOgl0 dfcrltlcal .... 2._ _.5 8.9 i0.7 11.5 11.1 i0._
The values of the last row in the above table h_ve been subt_ted f_
the octave band values to adjust them to the masking level mpe_tr_ I_M_M
i define the boundaries of the Jungle noise crlteri& detection re, on of
figure 11.
Likewise a threshold of he_ri_ curve for the un_ded e_r (t_k_ f_
reT. _) is _ade use of since it repre_ent_ the level_ of pure tone noIH
tl_t are Just detectable on the average by he_lth_ young ad_t|. _
implication here is that noises having level_ lower I_ those of the
I0
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threshold of hearing curve at corresponding frequencies _rILl not be
detectable. Thus the _hreshold of hearing curve is the determining factor
of'detection at the lower frequencies.
No attempt is made to account for possible binaural effects in the
studies of the present paper.
Estimation Methods
Reference detection distances for each aircraft configuration for
flight altitudes of I000 and 300 ft and for gjn_und cover conditions
representative of both 18-in. grass and iC3-ft seeothrou_h leafy Ju_e,
have been determined with the aid of figure ii and the basic noise
signature data of figure i0. In figure ii the octave band noise levels at
various distances have been estimated by taking into account the
appropriate atmospheric and terrain losses. Also shown in the figure is a
threshold of hearing curve and a band labeled "Ju_le noise _etection
criteria." The lower bour_ of this area represents m_sking levels in a
relatively quiet Jungle location in the Canal Zone (ref. _). The upper
bounda0ry,on the other ha_ represents a r_-lativelymore noisy masking level
condition based on measurements in _aila_d (ref. 8). These data have been
compared vlth an_ found to be generLlly co_mtlble w_th results of recent,
but unpublished, Jungle noise surveys taken at Fort Clayton in the _I
Zone. In the determination of the sLxlmua distance at which the eArcr_
can be detected au_y, it was assuaed that such detection w_s possible
at distances at which the level of aircraft noise in any octave be_
equaled or exceeded either the ssJking level curve or the threshold of
hearing curve, whichever w_s more a_propriate.
The results of the dis,ance estates are su_arized in table IV for
e_ch aircraft conflgur_tion depicted in _Igure i0 s_ for the t_ Lltitude
and ground cover conditions. Also included in the table for cospLrison
are the detection distances estl_ted for the U-IO a_-cra?t operLti_ at
greatly reduced engine speed (16_0 r_), vith and without the
Is_turer's 1.3-cu-ft auffler instaAled, bue_ on the correspoDdiag
aessured noise slgr_tures shorn in fllpares 8 and 9. The v_lues listed in
table XV are presented in desce_ order of _ detection d_n_e
obtai_ble for various eonfiguratl ,ms. Alsc Lndieated In the t_hle are
el_eets of _ltltude and terrain conditions.
Tsble IV indicates clearly boy the loea+._on of the listener r_lattve
to the noise source p_kYs an important part in _e+,ectlon dls_mee eetlmstes.
Reduci/_ the _ltitude of operation ot the b_sic _Arp_ne _ lO00 l_t to
_00 ft reduces the detectio_ distance _ aleoet _0 pe::cen_. Also_ it the
1975009288-013
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listener is located in a leafy Jungle position, the detection _Listazlceis _
reduced over the corresponding detection distance for open grassy terrain. _
These effects are illustrated in detail for the standard airplane in j
figure ii.
° t
EFFECTS OF AIRPLANE CONFIGURATION MODIFICATIONS
Modification I involves no change in the gearing but does include a
2-cu-ft muffler, an increase In the _ber of propeller blaSes from three
to five, and a decrease in propeller diameter _ 76 in. to _ in. Xt is
indicated in table IV that this _ndification will result in reductions of,
the eAu_al detection distances from 28 000 to i_ 000 ft and from I_ 800 to
8800 ft for altitudes of I000 s_ud300 ft, respectively, over grassy terra_.
For flight at an altitude of 300 ft over dense Jungle, the aural detaetlon
distance would be reduced from 9b_O ft to 6300 i_ by modification I.
More extensive changes are involved in modlfic_tlon IX, _Ich i_e_
use of the same 2-cu-ft muffler and involves c_a_i_ the prol_.ller e_
gear ratio of _:120. In addition, a 9-f_ diameter five-hla_e propeller is
used. '_e detection distances for this modification are esti_t_ to be
7500 and M_O0 ft for 1000 and 300 ft altitudes, respectively, over £1_s¥
terrain. These distances become 7_0 and _500 ft, respectively_ for
flights over dense Jungle. !
The estimated noise spectra _t various distances e_e presented in |
f_re ll(e) through l_(h)for alA conf_umt_ons studied for a _00-ft Ialtitude over _rassy ground cover. Note that the dete_tion distance
crit_Aon was modified as previously described and as illustrated in
figure 11(e) for modification II because of the broad-_l cl_,-_er of i_
n_ise in the critical octave band for detection.
The _aJor effect on aircraft vei_ht_ perfor_nce_ and stability e_d
control esti_ated for the two suggested _odifl_tion_ is st_m_l_ed e_
follows:
Effects of configuration changes _od_t_tloa no.
Net increase in airpl_ne weight, ib 17 100
Xuerease T.O. distance over a _O-ft obstacle
( ulcairplane ft), °
Decrease in sea level R/C
(bule /min), /ala 29
Deereue In V_, knots 0 l
Xac_eeAeIn Vstall,knots. 0 0 -
12
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VAppendix D also contains a stateme_ that the &Lrplane statLe ua_in _
tnore_s from moditLeation I to aodifLeatLon XX as aore velght 18 added
at the nose of the e_Lrpleaw. Lov-speed control sensitivity vt_ probabl_r
decrease sllshtl¥ when the sllpstrema d:memtc pressure decreases em a
result of the la_er dtaaeter propeller.
• SubstantJ_l reductions in the eaar_ detection d:l_teaoe of the be41e !
si:_z_ e_tppea vLth the _tuz_'a _tel 1._-c.-L% rattler i
and operated at 1¢_0 zlm are e3ao pz_Jale4, the resulta Lmlt_tLmt a
• slt6ht adwmt_q;e over the proposed modification I. Oper_ttng the beaic i
a£rcraft (no rambler) at 1_0 rllls seen to have sub81_ntta_ no ei_ect
on the auz_l detection d_t_nee.
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iTable II.- Narrow oaml da_.afrom tnc standard configuration airplane for
2,750 _:ugine distance from propeller huh to microphones
rpm,
is 50 feet,.
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APPENDIX A
PROPELLER NOISE AND PERFORMAWCE CONSIDERATIONS
By John L. Crigler
For propeller-driven airplanes, the most important parameters to be
considered in reducing the propeller noise are the propeller rotational
tip speed and the number of blades. Reference A-I shows that for a given
design condition of engine power and airplane speed, the propeller noise
can be reduced by a reduction In propeller tip speeu, or by an increase
in blade number or both. Some reductions may also be realized by
decreasing the propeller disk loading (larger, slower turning propellers,
oper_tlng at the same tip speed).
This al_emdlx contains & description of the procedure used to
estimate the performance of several propellers _hat _ould be fitted to
the design condition of the U-IO airplane, along with estlmJtes of the
ncise pressures generated by e_ch propeller operating in a low power level-
flight cruise at sea level.
Propeller Selections
The ur_ified U-IO is a single-engine airp!,me with a 299-hp
Lycoming englne driven by a three-blade 8-ft-diame_er constant-speed
propeller. The engine-propeller _ear reduction ratio _s 77:120. The
propeller is designed to absorb 2_0 hp at _<X)Oengine rIm (1929 propeller
rpm) in cruise at 139 knots at sea level.
One alternate propeller deslg_ entailed a reduct£on in propeller
diameter to 7 ft, with no cha_e in enBlne-propeller geLring, in order to
reduce the rotatlorm.l tip speed. B_caume of the reduced di_eter, more
bla_e area w_ required to absorb the power. Therefore, the number of
propeller blades _s increased to five %o provide an LddltionL1 reduction
in the noise level. For the second propeller modification, in order to
further reduce the propeller tip s_eed, the gear ratio wu lowered to
_:120 and the propeller diameter wu increased %o 9.0 ,_t. The larger
diameter is rec_mended because of its incre_ed take-off perforaance. For
noise considerations five blades are recommended.
The perfoziace of each of the propellers _ been estl_ted and
cc_ed in table A-X. Also listed in table A-I are the number of blades,
the solidity required at the 0.7 rLdius (gecmetrics//,7 similar blades
us_aed) and the estimated weight of the propellers. _he utimLted wellEht
is taken frol appendix C. The perforIRaces listed in the table vere
estlaated vlth the aid of references A-2, A-3, sad A-_.
A-1
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The propeller noise levels for all configurations were estimated for
a distance of 50 ft from the source by the method given in reference A_l
and by the method given in A-O and are presented in table A-ll. For
convenience, equation _8) of reference A-5 (neglecting the t_hru_tterms
and in a slightly different for_) is given as,
; LL +
(A-l)
The first term in equation (A-I) gives the "thickness noise" or nolae due to
the blade cross section and is not considered in reference A-I. It may be
seen that the second term in equation (A-I) ia the same as equation (i) in
reference A-I when the thr_Jt term is neglected. All calculations by both
methods are for the 90 ° _ximuth which mains that the calculated "thrust
noise" becomes zero. The m_ured noise levels fo: the 90° azimuth for the
basic propeller confi&uration are also included in tho table for
comparison. It is seen that the calculated noise levels by both methods
are in very close agreement at the fu_dlmental blade _ssa_e frequency and
that both calculations are in good agreement with the measured data. The
discrepancy between measured and calculated data Incresmes with harmonic
number but it is seen that the inclusion of the "thickness noise" term
greatly improves the agreement.
The noise levels in the tabie, both calculated and meamured, for all
the propellers in table A-ll are for the same emslnepower and speed
(198 brake horsepower at 2740 engine 11m). The cruise level flight
velocity of the U-IO airplane at sea level is approximLtely 115 knots for
198hp.
An exmalnatlon o_ the data in table A-I _ table A-II Indlcates it
is possible to desl_n a s_e_hat q_,leter pr_ller (7.5 _B reducticn for
the case calculated), with only _ losses in perforas_ce, by reducl:_
the blade diameter and increasing the blade number, with no change in
engine-to-propeller ge_rtnE. Mazkedly larger reductions in noise can be
realized for reduced engine-to-propeller Eeir rstlos and lncree_ed
diameters. Calculations indicate a re4_ctton of about 20 dB at the hl_e
passage frequency belov that for the _slc propeller for a 9-ft-dla_eter,
rive-blade propeller with a _ear reduction of MM:I20. Only a ssLU loss
in static thrust iF.indicated with no loss in cruise or climb efflclency.
A-2
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APPENDIX B
U-IO EXHAUST NOISE R_XJCTION
By Tony Lee Parrott
The unm_'fled exhaust noise sound pressure level correspon_h_ to
an engine speed of 27_0 rpm is shown in figure B-1. This spectrumwu
obtained from a 3-cps-bandwidth analysis of tape recordings of the engine
and propeller noise during static tests. The spectrum indicates that the
overall noise level from the engine is approximately 109 decibels with the
n_Jor contribution coming from a 1)7-cps component corresponding to engine
fundamental frequency at the stated rpm of 27_O. The dashed line
connecting the discrete component levels of the spectrum shown by the
symbols will be called the spectrum envelope in order to emphasize the
fact that a discrete frequency spectrum is being discussed. It was found
to be more convenient to deal with the envelope for the purpose of
estimating the effect of various muffler designs on the noise spectrum.
Using the relation for determining the frequency at which the most
prominent component of the exhaust noise should be radiated , it was found
to be 137 cps which coincided, within the limits of expez-lmental error,
with the frequency at which the greater part of the measured exhaust noise
was being radiated. All other harmonics were at least ll decibels below
the 137cps peak as indicated in figure B-1.
_,e procedure for designing a muffler to reduce the exhaust noise
on the U-lO aircraft followed the outline presented in the Methods and
Procedures section of this appendlx. A performance estimate for the near
optimum xlit._rarrangement resulting from this procedure is shown in
figure B-2. Figure B-2 indicates tha_ an overall noise reduction of
3& decibels is feasible with a 2-cu-ft double expansion chamber-type
muffler. This volume magnitude is believed to be practical for the U-IO
aircraft since the muffler length would be about 6.66 ft resulting in a
fineness ratio that would bring the aerodynamic penallty into a tolerable
range. Figure B-5 shows the estimated spectrum modification for a 2-cu-ft
muffler. Note that the 157-eps component is reduced from 108 decibels to
apRroximately 77 decibels and no other component is greater than 71
decibels. The estimated overall level is found to be 77 decibels.
Figure h-4 shows a schematic diagram of the 2-cu-ft muffler wlth
. the various critical dimensions listed. All geometrical dimensions are
computed using the assumption that the sound speed in the hot exhaust gas
is 2000 ft/sec.
,\
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Methods and Procedure-
Nature of exhaust noise.- Reciprocating engine exhaust noise is
characterized by a discrete frequency spectrum. The frequency spectrum
depends upon engine speed, number of cylinders, firing order and exhaust
: manifold geometry as well as the exhaust-mass-flow-time-history details of
the individual cylinders. For an en6ine whose exhaust nanifold geometry
is such that the acoustic disturbances from the various cylinders travel
the same distance to a common point of expulsion into the ataosphere, then
the dominant contribution to the exhaust noise will occur at the so-called
engine fundamental frequency which is given by:
: SN
: S = engine speed, rpm
N = number of cylinders
In actuality, however, the exhaust manifold Keometry may be such that an
engine harmonic or subharmonic may contribute the m_Jor portion of the
total exhaust noise. It is for this reason that measurement _ ana/_is
of the exhaust noise for operational conditions ut be cond_cte_ in order
to accurately locate the frequencies at which the _or noise components
are being radiated. From thi_ knowledge • muffler desIKn surf/or
modification of the exhaust system can be undertaken to provide some
: exhaust noise reduction.
Mufflin_ of exhaust noise.- Mufflers for e_Ine-exhaust systems are
perhaps more accurately described as low pass acoustic filters designed to
have a minimum :blpedance for steady volume flows _n_ to have • hIKh
impedance for oscillatin_ volume flows characteristic of acoustic _ves.
The high impedance for the sound _ves is provided by re_ctive type
acoustic devices and/or by an absorbinK meditm. The re_tive devises
consist of expo_slon chambers or side branch resonators whleh t_e_e the
exhaust noise by reflecting it back into the source. Absorb_ media
simply convert acoustic energy into heat, hence brlng_ about •ttenuation
of noise by means of a dissipation process. Reactive devices work well
for frequencies up to about 500 to 600 cps,whereu dlsslp_tlon devices work
better for the higher frequencies above 600 cps. Since alrereft engine
noise spectra indicate that the _Teater part of the noise lles in the
20 - 500 cps frequency rar_e, only reactive aufflers will be considered in
this report.
Successful aircraft muffler design req_Ltres _t three criteria be
! satisfied:
1. A.coustlcal criterion: Specifies the ovez_LL1, attenuation or noise
reduction to be _chieved and the detailed modifications of the s_ectr_a
by the addition of the muffler.
B-2
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2. Back pressure criterion: Specifies the minimum pressure drop
through the muffler at given operating conditions of temperature and mass
flow.
9- Aerodynamic criterion: Specifies the maximum allowable volume and
weight as well as restrictions on shape.
Although there is necessarily a trade-off between these three criteria
for a given practical application, only the acoustical performance of
mufflers will be discussed at present in order to give the reader an
appreciation for the upper limits of noise reduction that are possible. _"ne
criteria of minimum back pressure and minimum aerodyr_c penalty will then
be seen to place definite limits on the attainable noise reduction for a
: given aircraft and operating conditions. Also, it is clearly impractical to
reduce engine noise levels more than 9 dB below the levels of other noise
sources on the aircraft since the higher level effectively masks the other
for differences of this order or greater.
The sound attenuating characteristics of a muffler system are
determined by examining the sound pressure spectrum of the exhaust noise
that is to be reduced. Then, by essentially a trial and error procedure,
various combinations of expansion chamber - resonator combinations are
analyzed by means of a general computer program which produces a graph of
the attenuation through the muffler as a function of fre@uency. Usually it
is most efficient to begin with the simpliest system and progress to more
complicated systems until one is found adequate for the Job. A flow chart
describing this procedure is shown in figure B-5.
It was not necessary to go through the above entire procedure for each
configuration investigated in this report. For example, it was obvious as
more experience was gained that a particular type of muffler would be most
efficient for a given situatior_ in which case the design computations were
carried out without further ado. Also, it should be pointed out that,
whereas many assumptions underlie the computations/ procedure, the resulting
attenuation curves were biased in accordance with exl_erlmental results in
reference B-1. Hence, it is believed that the resultln_ estimates of engine
noise attenuation are,to some exigent, conservative.
REFERENCE
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|Examination of Noise Spectrum [ Speclficatiom of
and Determination of Amount _ Mufflerof Noise Reduction Necessary Performance
,i
F
Performamce Computations L Performance Computations
for Single Expansion for Single Side Branch
Chamber ....Resonator
I _ Performance
Muffler by Means of More
Detailed Computations
Cascading cf Selected Muffler R
Elements and Further Computatlom
of Resulting Characteristics
I Modification of Exhaust
Spectrum by Redesign of
Exhaust Manifold and
Collection System to Permit
More Efficient Muffling
Figure B-5.- Flow dlag_.am illustraZlng muffler ccmputatlon procedure
ezployed for this study.
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APPS_DIX C
WEIGHT ESTIMATES
By M. L. 3_sson
Propeller and Reduction Gear Weight Estimation
Propeller blade weights a__ based on scaling factors applied to the
existing aluminum alloy blade. This method assumes that the thickness-to-
chord ratio at each percentage of propeller tip radius station is
maintained. The weight of each aluminum alloy blade becomes:
f cn._rdI _2 diameter I
weightI- ×di=eter°×welght0,
where subscript "0" refers to the original blade and subscript "i" refers
to the new blade.
Propeller hub weights were scaled from the existing control/_le-pltch
hub. The scaling factor used was the total blade centrlfug_-I force
- (centrifugal force per blade times the number of blades) raised to the
I elght-tenths power.
I Weights of production reduction gears of three reciprocating e_Imes
were obtained b_ subtm_cting the weights of dlrect-drive engin(s from the
weights of the sam,_ engines with reduction gearing. These thre_ ve_ts
were then plotted versus no_l rating output torque on log-log gr_h
paper (fig. C-l). It w_s found that a straight llne very _ccurmtely
T fitted these cases. Weights for modified reduction gem.s %Ire re_ fromthis curve.
I Weights of the propeller modifications are 8how_ in 1_le C-I.
[
Exhaust Syltem Weight F_t_a_tioni
The exhaust muffler conflgur_tionB investl_ted were double-c_vity
type, 6.66 feet long between end heads. A tube _ the length of the
muffler _ centered in a bu/khead located at the mldlength of the m_er.
A tail pipe of 2-5/4 Inches outside diameter and _.6_ feet in le_ Is
included. Weights were computed on the _eai8 of usl_ 20 gqe (0.0_7 inch)
el_l_less steel. An allowance of 3._ po_ _ added for • short I_
Of exit pipe, brackets, and cla_s. The _ncrea_ed weight| of the system
were plotted versus muffler volume pro_cin_ the curve of f_4_Ars C-_.
¢-1
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TABLE C-I
[
Propeller and Gear Weight Summ_ry
Weight of three blades 51.0 ib
Hub weight 59.0
Total propeller weight ii0.0 ib
77
Reduction gear weight, _-_ ratio 30.0 ib
Modification I
b 7?
Five-bla_e, 7-foot diameter, _ = 90% of standard, gear ratio 12"-_
Weight of five blades _6.1 Ib
Rub weight _8.9
Total propeller weight _.0 ib
Leso si_d propeller veldt -110.0
Weight increase -15.0 ib
Modification I_
b 96% of sta_, gemz z_tlo 120Five-bla_e, 9-foot diameter, _ _
Welg_t of _ive blades Iii._ ib
Hub weightTotal propeller weiBht
Less sta_ propeller weight -._
Propeller veight increase 51.0 ib
Reduction gear weight increase I._
Total weight increase 68.0ib
J r
I
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APPENDIX D
Performance, Stability and Control
By Ernie L. Anglin and James L. Hassell, Jr.
Method of estimatin_ performance.- Flight test results reported in
references D-1 and D-2 for the basic U-lOB (formally designated L-28) aircraft
wer_ used to obtain the brake horsepower required for level flight through
i the speed range for the take-off and cruise configurations. The propeller
characteristics of the 3-blade, 8-foot diameter, constant-speed Hartzell
HC-93220-181-10151C-5 propeller were obtained from the manufacturer; these
characteristics were derived from experimental results of reference _-3 for
i a 5-blade propeller having an activity factor of 90. Thrust horsepower
required for level flight as a function of true airspeed was then deteI_!ned
from the relation:
_HP = _ BHP
Basic lift-drag polars were computed using the aircraft gross weight and
thrust horsepower required for level flight for both take-off and cruise
configurations. It shnuld be noted that these lift-drag polars include the
effects of the automatic leading-edge slats and the propeller slipstream.
For the purposes of this study, it is b_!ieved that these polars provide a
valid basis for calculating the differences in performance attributable to
the various propeller and muffler modifications considered. None of the
• muffler configurations considered had fret"_i areas large enough to affect
the basic lift-drag polars significantly and therefore the same basic polars
'. were used in the performance calculation_ of the modified configurations.
° The thrust horsepower required for the _odificd configurations was different
from that of the basic U-lOB only because of the increased weights of each
modification which are given in Table D-I.
Thrust horsepower available is a function of the engine brake horsepower_
the power absorbing capability of the various propellers and the corresponding
propeller efficieneies. The U-10B is equipped with a Lyc_mi_ GO-480-GID6
engine having sea level normal rated power of 280 HHP at 3000 rpm and take-off
rated power of 296 BHP at 3400 rpm. Five percent power losses were assumed
in all calculations to account for accessory power extraction and n_-optSmmtm
engine operating conditions. The propeller efTiciencies and thrust coefficients
of th_ various modified propellers Were established using ex_perimental data
of refereace D-4 and the theoretical method of reference D-5.
• Flight performance was then calculated by the classical methods utilizing
the established power required - po_er available data for the basic U-10B and
each modification. The take-off performance in each case is based on the
D-I
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engine developing take-off rated power, lift-drag data for the configuration
with trailing-edge flaps deflected 20 degrees and with the aircraft operating
frr_na firm sod runway.
Method of estimatin_ stability and control.- The flight test results of
reference D-6 were used for establishing the stick-flxed and stick-free neutral
points for the basic U-lOB airplane. (The Helio model 391 of reference D-6
differs from the U-10B only slightly in external configuration in that it is
equipped with a smaller engine and has somewhat shorter nose cowl. ) Inasmuch
as none of the modifications was deemed of sufficient magnitude to affect the
aerodynamic neutral points, any changes in static stability would simply be
related to the changes in center-of-gravity positions given in Table D-I.
Control characteristics could be affected by changes in slipstream dynamic
pressure due to the various propeller modifications and by the secondary
effects of increased static stability. Both of these factors were investi-
gated briefly.
Results of performance calculations.- Performance calculations were made
for the basic U-10B airplane and for two modifications involving different
propellers, reduction gears and mufflers. The wei6ht and balance sum_aa7
given in Table D-I and plotted in figure D-I indicate that modification II
results in a forward shift of the center of gravity outside of the FAA certi-
ficated limits. In view of the fact that numerous flight tests have been
conducted outside of these certificated limits as reported in references D-I
and D-2 (see data points on figure D-l) it is felt that the modest change in
center-of-gravity location for modification II should be a_ceptable but that
this analysis does not preclude the necessity for the manufactttrer to prove
the structural integrity of the aircraft should any of the modifications be
adopted.
The lift-drag polars for the basic U-IOB airplane as derived from the
flight test results of reference D-1 are presented in figure D-2. These
polars were used in the performance calculations for all configurallons inas-
much as the aerodynamic cleanness of the modified configurations were not
significantly affected by the small diameter mufflers located under the belly
of the aircraft. The propeller characteristics of the basic and modified
propellers are presented in figure D-3. These results together with the
engine brake horsepower available and the corresponding gross weights given
in Table D-I were used to calculate the thrust horsepower available for each
case and these data are presented as a functiom of true airspeed in figure D-_.
The thrust horsepower required for level flight for each case is also pre-
sented in figure D-4. These pawer available - power required relationships
are then the basis for the normal-rated-power performance calculations su_a-
rized in table D-II. The variation of propeller thrust with speed for each
case was calculated from thrust coefficients bued on take-off rated power
and the results are presented in figure D-5. These data we_ the basis for
the take-off performance calculations.
As indicated by the results of the stud_ which are tabulated in Table D-II_
the performance penalties attributable to the two modiftc&tions are relatively
modest: the total take-ofT distance to clear a 50-foot obstacle is increased
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by about 6 percent, the maximum rate-of-climb capability is reduced by 2 to
percent, but maximum speed and stall speed are essentially unaffected. It
should be noted that despite the fact the "quick-flx" modification (Mod. I)
had the lowest static thrust (fig. D-5), its take-off performance was almost
equal to that of the moze sophisticated modification II; this may be attributed
to the relatively insignificant weight penalty for modification I as compared
with modification II (see Table D-I}.
Results of stability and control estimate.- The U-10B airplane is basically
a five-place utility light plane, and as such it was designed for a rather wide
permissable center-of-gravity range (refer to fig. D-l). Actual flight tests
have been conducted well beyond the FAA certificated limits as illustrated
by the results of reference D-l, which covered a center-of-gravity range from
approximately 31 to 43 percent _4&Cat a gross weight of approximately 3900 pounds.
In view of these results, the center-of-gravity locations ranging fram 29.7
to 35.2 percent MAC fcr the modifications proposed in this ztudy appear to be
satisfactory. Quantitative measurements of the stick-fixed and stick-free
neutral points are reported in reference D-6 for the Hello Model 391 aircraft
which is basically similar aerodynamically to the Hello U-lOB, and these flight
test results are reproduced as Part 1 of Table D-III. With these results as
a basis, the minimum static margins for the cases of the present study are
presented as Part 2 of Table D-III. These static margins are adequate for
all cases. It is of interest to note, however, that stick-fixed stability is
most critical for the take-off configuration (flaps deflected 20") whereas
stick-free stability is most critical for the landing configuration (flaps
deflected 40@).
Control powsr during take-off could be affected considerably by the
variation of propeller diameters as proposed in this study_ inas_ch as slip-
stream dynamic pressure is directly a function of propeller diameter. The
total dynamic pressure at the tail was calculated from the expression:
4T
qt = qo* --'_
'IT'.D-
- whe re:
qo : free stream dynamic pressure
4T T thrust
g ii i ,
= _ = propeller disc area
The results of this calculation for the basic U-lOB and each modifica-
tion are presented in figure D-6 for the take-off power condition as a function
of airspeed. These calculations indicate that the 7-foot diameter propeller
(MOd. I)would produce increases in dynamic pressure at the tail of the order i
of about 20 percent whereas the 9-foot diameter propeller (MOd. IX) would
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result in decreases of the order of 25 percent. What this means in terms of
aircraft handling qualities is that the response to elevator and rudder control
i at a given speed during take-off would be more sensitive in the case of the
7-foot diameter propeller and less sensitive ir the case of the 9-foot diameter
propeller, and the change in sensitivity would _c direct],y proportional to the
change in dynamic pressure at the tail. Similar results would apply to the
power approach condition where control characteristics at very low flight
speeds are of primary concern. These propeller slipstream effects have no
bearing on the tail contributions to either longitudinal or lateral directional
stability, of course.
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TABLE D-I. - WEIGHT AND BALANCE SUMMARY
. •....
Weight Empty, Gross Wtight, Gross Weight
Case lbs ibs C.G., _ MAC
•,, ii
Bas ic UIOB 23 _, 5000 _2.2
L
M:d. I 2321 3017 33.2
Mod. II 2409 3100 29.8
Note: Useful load (same for all cases):
Pi![t 200 lbs
Fuel 472 ibs
0_i 19 its
Total 691 Ibs
Sourc- of Weight and Balance Chsz_es
Propeller and Hub Reduction Gear Muffler and Har_
Case D, B Wt, Arm, Ratio &Wt, Arm, Size_ Wt, Arm,
ft ibs in ibs in ft3 Ibs in
_.
Basic 8 5 llo 8.75 77/12o ..........
Moa.I 7 5 95 8.75 77/120 .... 2.00 32 127
Mod. II 9 5 161 8.79 44/120 17 lk.25 2.00 _2 127
e
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TABLED-II. - PERFORMANCESUMMARY
Basic Modification
Item U-lOB I II
Oross weight, Ibs 3,000 3,O17 S,iOO
Propeller diameter, ft 8 7 9
Propeller blades 3 9 9 '
Gear reduction .6415 .6415 •3667
_: Muffler volume, ft3 ---- 1.25 2
Take-off distance at SL
with T.O. rated power
Ground run, ft 236 292 2h9
Air distance to clear 28_ 301 30_
90-ft. obstacle, ft
Total T.O. distance, ft 920 953 9h9
Percent difference fram
-- +6.3 +9.6
Basic U-lOB
Maximum rate of SL 1,460 1,408 1,431
climb with NRP, 9,000 1,120 1,O79 1,O98
ft/min lO,OOO 819 781 789
19,OOO 514 485 497
20,000 159 14) lh5
NRP Service Ceilin6, fZ 21,1OO eO,7OO 2o,7oo
F " " '
Velocity for best SL 80 89 81
rate of climb with 9,000 85 86 86
NRP, knots, TAS iO,000 86 87 88
19,0OO 93 93 95
, 2O,000 i01 i01 i0)
Vmax with N_, SL i_3 i_3 1_
knots, TAS 9,000 141 i_i 142
iO,000 1_9 139 1)9
19,0OO 1)_ i_ i_
2o,ooo 123 1_ 123
_ _ _,, , , , --_
Cruise eonfigu- SL 40 40 _0
ration VstalI , 9_000 42 43 44
knots, TAS iO,OOO 46 46 47
19,ooo 5o _o _z
2o,ooo 99 99 9_
Note: Five percent power losses were U_IM_ 4,, all @alc_ticml to
accmant for accessory power extraeticm and non-optAaum i
operating com4itioma.
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TABLE D-III. - LONGL"N#DINAL STABILITY.
£
P_rt I - Helio Model 391 Neutral Point Data (from flight tests
reported in reference D-6):
m----- .......................
I 4 V, knots for No, stick-fixed neutral point Nf, stick-free neutral point
I " _L GW = 3000 ibs Cruise Take-Off Landing Cruise I Take-Off ',Larlling
i ......................... I : '
I 98o 5o8 5181
.6 80.0 46.0 40.4 50.7
I .8 69.0 46.0 40.4 5o.7 42.8i o 2 o 2 55.4 0 7
! 1.2 56.5 46.0 39.8 55.1 42.6
1.4 52.5 39.5 54.6 57.7 42.5
I 1.6 49.0 59.2 54.1 5_.O 42.4
2.0 44.0 38.3 .52.8 47.4 41.8
} 2.4 40.0 .51.8 41.8
I Part 2 - Minimum Static Margins for Cases of Present Study:
Minimum Static Margins I
Center-of-Gravity
Case Position, % MAC Cruise Take-Off Landing
i - I
Basic U-lOB 32.2 13.8 6.1 19.6
Mod. I 33.2 ]2.8 .5.1 19.6
Mod. II 29.8 16.2 8.9 22.0 "
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Number Gear Propeller
Case Oiam,ft ofblades ratio rpm
BasicU-10B 8 3 77/120 ]925
Mud. I 7 5 771120 1925
Mod._ q 5 441120 llO0
.18 .9
11
•16 .8
Cl .14 .7
•12 .6
•10 .5
.0_ .1
i '
0
' 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 L4 1.6
VlnD
FkJureD-&- Comparisonof propeller_fklency andthrustco_ficleptchm_rlzUcs et
the bask:(HartzellHC-9322O-ISI-10LSIC-S)prop_lerandthe twopmpomlI.qmllerz.
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